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Economics
Is this the right time for the Federal Reserve to end Quantitative Easing?
Should the Federal Reserve raise the prime rate?
Is low unemployment a cause for concern?
Are Internet “coins” the basis for the economy of the future?
Should NAFTA be radically re-written?
How should the U.S. respond to China’s increasingly aggressive trade practices?
Was London wise to end Uber’s license to operate?
Who should President Trump appoint to lead the Federal Reserve System?
Would withdrawal from the Paris climate agreement help or harm the U.S. economy?
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Social, Cultural and Legal
Was Pres. Trump right to intervene in the Kaepernick protest discussion?
Should the Congress pass the latest Republican health care bill?
Was Secretary DeVos right to change campus sex assault investigation guidelines?
Should student groups at UC Berkeley have cancelled “free speech week?”
Have gender equality initiatives in the tech industry gone too far?
Should Confederate memorials in cemeteries be removed?
Is it time to end youth and school tackle football?
Can violent hazing be stopped on college campuses?
Was New York State right to step away from “common core” educational standards?
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Foreign Policy and Politics
Can China mediate the intensifying dispute between the US and North Korea?
Should Catalonia become an independent country?
Will Shinzo Abe win his recently called snap election?
Will the EU come out stronger from the Brexit process?
Has Emmanuel Macron lost the support of the French people?
Will Qatar be able to resolve the conflict with its Gulf neighbors?
Can German Chancellor Merkel create a strong coalition government?
How can the UN better respond to the Rohingya crisis?
Should the Kurds establish a separate nation state?
Is the Assad regime secure for the foreseeable future?
Should Northern Ireland vote to leave the UK?
Can Kenya make democracy work?

